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Second Class TITANIC Survivor Stories:  

Robert W. Daniel 
Philadelphia Banker  

     "Not until the last five minutes did the awful realization come that the end was at hand. The lights 

became dim and went out, but we could see. Slowly, ever so slowly, the surface of  the water seemed to 

come towards us. So gradual was it that even after I had adjusted the life jacket about my body it seemed a 

dream. Deck after deck was submerged. There was no lurching or grinding or crunching. The Titanic 

simply settled. I was far up on one of  the top decks when I jumped. About me were others in the water. 

My bathrobe floated away, and it was icily cold. I struck out at once. I turned my head, and my first glance 

took in the people swarming on the Titanic’s deck. Hundreds were standing there helpless to ward off  

approaching death. I saw Captain Smith on the bridge. My eyes seemingly clung to him. The deck from 

which I had leapt was immersed. The water had risen slowly, and was now to the floor of  the bridge. 

Then it was to Captain Smith’s waist. I saw him no more. He died a hero. The bows of  the ship were far 

beneath the surface, and to me only the four monster funnels and the two masts were now visible. It was 

all over in an instant. The Titanic’s stern rose completely out of  the water and went up 30, 40, 60 feet into 

the air. Then, with her body slanting at an angle of  45 degrees, slowly the Titanic slipped out of  sight." 

  

Marshall Drew 
Eight-year-old traveling with his Aunt and Uncle 

     "When the Titanic struck the iceberg, I was in bed. However, for whatever reason I was awake and 

remember the jolt and ceasing of  motion. A steward knocked on the stateroom door and directed us to 

get dressed, put on life preservers and go to the boat deck, which we did… The steward as we passed was 

trying to arouse passengers who had locked themselves in for the night. Elevators were not running. We 

walked up to the boat deck. All was calm and orderly. An officer was in charge. ‘Women and children 

first,’ he said , as he directed lifeboat number 11 to be filled. There were many tearful farewells. We and 

Uncle Jim said good-bye… The lowering of  the lifeboat 70 feet to the sea was perilous. Davits, ropes, 

nothing worked properly, so that first one end of  the lifeboat was tilted up and then far down. I think it 

was the only time I was scared. Lifeboats pulled some distance away from the sinking Titanic, afraid of  

what suction might do… As row by row of  the porthole lights of  the Titanic sank into the sea this was 

about all one could see. When the Titanic upended to sink, all was blacked out until the tons of  

machinery crashed to the bow… As this happened hundreds and hundreds of  people were thrown into 

the sea. It isn’t likely I shall ever forget the screams of  these people as they perished in the icy water. At 

this point in my life I was being brought up as a typical British kid. You were not allowed to cry. You were 

a ‘little man.’ So as a cool kid I lay down in the bottom of  the lifeboat and went to sleep. When I awoke it 

was broad daylight as we approached the Carpathia. Looking around it seemed to me like the Arctic. 

Icebergs of  huge size ringed the horizon for 360 degrees." 
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Lawrence Beesley 
English Schoolmaster 

     "As I dressed, I heard the order shouted, ‘All the passengers on deck with life belts on.’ We all 

walked up slowly with the life belts tied on over our clothing, but even then we presumed that 

this was merely a wise precaution the captain was taking. The ship was absolutely still, and except 

for the gentle, almost unnoticeable, tilt downwards, there were no visible signs of  the 

approaching disaster. But, in a few moments, we saw the covers being lifted from the boats and 

the covers being lifted from the boats and the crews allotted to them standing by and uncoiling 

the ropes, which were to lower them. We then began to realize that it was a more serious matter 

than we had at first supposed. Presently we heard the order, ‘All men stand back away from the 

boats. All ladies retire to the next deck below.’ The men all stood away and waited in absolute 

silence, some leaning against the end railings of  the deck, others pacing slowly up and down. The 

boats were level with the deck where all the women were collected, the women got in quietly, 

with the exception of  some, who refused to leave their husbands. In some cases they were torn 

from their husbands and pushed into the boats, but in many instances they were allowed to 

remain, since there was no-one to insist that they should go." 

 

Miss. Edith Brown 

 She was 15 years old when placed in lifeboat No. 13 as the Titanic sank. Her father Thomas 

Brown, a glass of  brandy in hand, waved from the deck saying "I will see you in New York." 

 

She described her ordeal: 

 

"I was in lifeboat No. 13. I always remembered that. My father was waving to us and talking to a 

clergyman, the Rev. Carter. 

 

"The Titanic went in the ice and I heard three bangs. Before we hit, there had been terrific 

vibrations from the engines during the night as the ship was really racing over the sea. 

 

"As the lifeboat pulled away we heard cries from people left on the ship and in the water and 

explosions in the ship. There were lots of  bodies floating. We kept on rescuing people and trying 

to cover them up against the cold. We were in the lifeboat nine hours. 

 

"I kept looking in the water for my father and when we reached New York we went to the 

hospitals to see if  he had been picked up." 
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